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2. Be careful to use high temp. heat elements, which cause cool burn without consequence. ( Erythema , Blister)

3. Try not to use when sleeping for long time because of cold burn worning

4. Throw it in trash can after using.  It is a disposable product and cannot be reused.

<Raw materials>

<Effect Function>

Eliminate dark eye circle, Relieve eye fatigue and strain, Help you sleep better & relieve dry eyes,

Disposable mask makes it convenient and hygienic to use, Constant temperature heating, safe guarantee.

☎ Tel: 82-2-2690-2632 & ☞ E-mail: mssuuny@naver.com

Heating element : Iron powder, activated carbon, water, inorganic salts etc. Pure cotton

<How to use>

1. Open eye cream pack,  After cleaning face and arrange the skin with skin care .

3. Open the Eye Mask and wearing ( Thermal interaction is occurred on opening ).

4. Take off Eye Mask 20 minutes later and check how much absorption of eye cream is occurred in your skin of

    around your eyes. The warm time of the eye mask lasts 2 to 3 hours.
Description

▣  Thermal interaction of Eye Mask helps your eye more comfortable.

▣  You can recover skin of your eyes as the elastic twenties by using

     eye cream and eye mask at  tired delicate skin around your eyes for a day.

▣ The fumigation effect moisturizes and comforts your dry eyes.

▣ Eye mask which is added ten kinds of Korean medicinal herbs makes the function and

    perfume better and human's body healthy.

▣ Eye mask has soft wearable feeling to your eyes and makes eyes comfortable by using pure cotton cover .

<Characteristics>

▣ Twenty Eye Cream contains Adenosine and Niasinamid ingredient to improve wrinkle

2. Apply eye cream spread to your both around eyes from outside to inside as if massaging.

<Notice>

 eye disease / Those who have scars around the eyes or eczema etc. and other problem. )

    and to help skin whitening and makes your eyes wet and elastic.

1.Those who follow to below are prohibited before using.

 ( The aged, infants, the sensitive to thermal. / under treatment from Doctor on account of

Composition

Item

【 Wooju Mulsan Co.,Ltd 】

Steam Changing Eye Mask .

Dimension(mm)

Pcs/ Case

1Carton(pcs)

180*75 / 18g

5pcs / Case

Carton Size(mm) / Kg 555*415*220 / 7kg


